A Market Witch Update

Diamonds aren't Forever. Gold is.
Gold re-monetized in 2007. Platinum monetized in 2008. Silver has not yet re-monetized and may
not until the other side of a US dollar devaluation or a social revolution or civil war in the US. So
also may copper monetize.
But the US is one piece of a far larger 21st century transition.
On a larger canvas, you're watching, right now, the end of 20th century paper currencies whose
valuations are based on creation of debt, and the beginning of a global 21st century monetary
system based on gold. That means that all you have to do to become wealthy and stay wealthy is
invest in the best precious metals stocks, hold them, and reinvest the dividends in more shares.
$2000 gold is at hand. But gold remains undervalued.
Australia, world's top gold producer for several years, is slightly larger than the United States minus
Alaska...and has 22 million residents. We believe that no more than ½ of 1% of Australia's gold
reserves have been discovered or even identified, much less mined.
Beginning two three four years out, look for far-increasing undersea precious-metals mining to
begin in earnest. 70% of the planet is under oceans & seas and has never been mined at all.
Back on land, over the next few years we believe the Big Six Global Mining Companies- Rio Tinto,
BHP Billiton Freeport McMoran Vale Xstrata & Anglo American- all of whom have billions of
dollars in cash, will simply buy most of the promising junior gold mining companies throughout the
world.
And incorporate them into part of a set of huge 21st century mining and commodities congloms that
will rule the global 21st century economy.
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